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JCM Invites Operators to Make Real Customer Connections at BEGE
JCM in Booth N 2.13 at the Expo
DÜSSELDORF, Germany (22 November 2017) – Across Europe and around the world, casino operators are making
better customer connections with products from JCM Global. Now JCM’s EMEA team will exhibit the company’s
award-winning product line at the Balkan Entertainment & Gaming Expo (BEGE), where JCM is in booth #N 2.13.
Leading JCM’s exhibit is the advanced Ticket2Go®, a retrofit ticketing solution for gaming and AWP devices that do
not support standard ticketing protocols. Designed and developed for small to medium-sized gaming venues,
Ticket2Go offers a safe, secure and easy to use solution that has been deployed with a variety of AGC, Bingo and
Pub Retailers. Multi-lingual and multi-currency, Ticket2Go can be installed across multiple sites, enabling operators
to replace coin payout technology with a simple ticket-based solution. Further, the added Ticket2Go Ticket
Redemption Module™ can be integrated with any third-party ticket redemption terminal, creating a secure and
automated solution for gaming venues.
JCM is also showing its iVIZION® and UBA® bill validators. iVIZION’s CIS technology scans the entire note or ticket,
reading more than 9.5 million data points on every note, more than twice that of the nearest competitor, plus it has
a unique capability to read 2D barcodes, and its intelligent bezel enables mobile connection for additional FUZION
functionality.
JCM’s UBA is trusted worldwide to provide advanced protection with superior magnetic and optical sensing
technology coupled with excellent anti-pullback technology. It accepts notes up to 85mm wide, and its automatic
retry feature keeps operations flowing smoothly.
JCM’s GEN5™ printer builds on the successful foundation of the universally successful GEN platform and has a
faster CPU and faster print speed, resulting faster customer connections. It has the flexibility to print TITO and
promotional tickets, plus various wager tickets and templated promo coupons.
The ICB® 3.0 drop management system, which is field-proven to save operators hundreds of thousands of dollars
annually. ICB provides real-time health monitoring data and predictive drop and maintenance scheduling to
dramatically increase operational efficiency.
Last, JCM’s RDM Deposit Solution™ provides high-speed, short-edge banknote validation for secure deposits at an
incredible 6 notes per second. It is complete with four-way banknote acceptance and a 250-bulk note input capacity.
Visit JCM in booth #N 2.13 at BEGE or online at www.jcmglobal.com, and join JCM on Facebook, LinkedIn, and
Twitter.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and integrators
on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking peripheral
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transaction components, innovate digital media hardware and the systems to tie them together. For more information,
visit www.jcmglobal.com.
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